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Introduction: Once upon a time, several decades ago, it occurred to me that an index to the 
portraits in early Texas mug books would have been handy for researchers and historians who were 
trying to flesh out and illustrate the history of the state. While there was hardly ever any difficulty 
finding usable images of Stephen, Sam, Jim, Davy, and lots of the other big time revolutionary 
guys, finding a portrait of a judge or a lumber dealer or a preacher, particularly a member of a 
minority group or from a small town, was much more difficult. While several excellent indexes 
were created during the Depression, including those of names found in mug books and newspapers, 
these rarely reported if the item included a portrait. Well, that was then and this is, oh yeah, the 
computer age. 
This index was created to help researchers locate images of Texans that they might find 
useful. The operable word in the previous sentence is “help.” This index was created over several 
months a few hours at a time. In most cases only one or two of the publications were available at 
any one time, and, anyway, I made no effort to compare images that purport to show the same 
person to see if the two are actually the same image or, for that matter, actually depict the same 
individual.  
The user will find many errors in the following entries. In some cases I have simply screwed 
up, but in others I have repeated the errors in the original sources as best as I possibly could. Please 
try all the possible spellings for the surname of the individual you seek, not to mention all possible 
forms of the person’s given name–initials, abbreviations, nicknames, creative spelling of common 
names, etc. The section on Names below provides some indication of how I chose to organize and 
style the entries.  
 
Source Material: Initially I looked at the list of books of biographies indexed, beginning in the 
Depression, by various workers and maintained by the Texas State Archives. From this list I deleted 
all works published after 1940, all non-book sources, and all publications whose catalog entry 
indicated no or very few portraits. I also decided to ignore academic institution yearbooks and 
military unit histories. But I added to my list the suggestions of colleagues from around the state. I 
also added likely sounding sources found by searching Google Books and Heritage Quest on the 
Web. I then examined each item available in San Antonio libraries or as full-text files on the Web 
and, where appropriate, indexed the portraits in the books. The majority of locally available works 
are housed at the DRT Library at the Alamo, Institute of Texan Cultures, San Antonio Public 
Library (Texana/Genealogy Collection), and Trinity University. The librarians and their staffs of 
these institutions were, as they always have been, universally helpful in making materials in their 
care available and, more important, making me aware of sources that I didn’t realize exist. Version 




Names: Well, it’s pretty straightforward. Names are listed alphabetically by surname as spelled 
in the source. Experienced researchers will realize that just because you know that the person 
you are looking for was named Haynes doesn’t mean you shouldn’t also check under Haines and 
Hanes. Identical names are combined into a single listing–this doesn’t imply that all the 
references apply to the same individual, just that the entry includes individuals whose names are 
rendered the same in different sources. A question mark in the listing means that some part of the 
name cannot be determined in the source. One or more letters in parentheses in a name indicates 
that the name is spelled differently in the various sources or in different places in the same 
source. Diacriticals have not been reproduced, and suffixes have been retained only when both 
father and son are included in the same source.  
With a few exceptions, entries that probably represent the same individual, but with 
different given names, are listed individually. Thus, while I can’t imagine that they don’t 
represent the same fellow, there are separate entries for R.C. Buckner, Robert C. Buckner, and 
Robert Cooke Buckner. On the other hand, where I am pretty sure that no one would become 
confused, I have consolidated several versions of a name into one entry. Thus S.F. Austin, 
Stephen F. Austin, and Stephen Fuller Austin will all be found listed under the latter. Married 
women will be listed under the husband’s surname with (1) the husband’s given name and Mrs., 
(2) the wife’s given name and Mrs., or (3) the wife’s given name and her maiden name in 
parentheses. Researchers looking for women who were married should check under the 
husband’s surname and search for her maiden surname. This system pretty much fails, by the 
way, in the case of wives of Swedish origin because the surname convention for Swedish women 
(and men for that matter) was undergoing significant change at this period.  Version 1.0 (June 
2011) includes approximately 19,000 entries representing about 17,500 individual names. 
 
Image Quality: I have been reliably informed that today any kid walking down the street can use 
computer software to overcome any defect in any type of image. Therefore, I have not made any 
(OK, maybe a few) comments about image quality in the various sources. As a general rule, 
however, sources published before about 1885 tend to use engravings or lithographs and, as 
such, present fairly high quality for reproduction. Images published after about 1895 tend to be 
halftones and, at best, are difficult to reproduce well. That said, ask the kid if you need to 
reproduce any of these later images. 
 
Help: I know I have made many errors and missed many useful sources. I would appreciate it 
very much if users would go to the trouble of pointing these out to me. Correspondence 
gratefully received at <davhaynes@juno.com> Should any user wish to submit an already done 
portrait index for incorporation into the present list, well, what can I say–DO IT. 
 
The Sources: 
[Listed alphabetical by the three-character code used in the index. Sufficient (I hope) 
bibliographic information is given so users can find copies of the sources, more and more of 
which are becoming accessible on the Web all the time.] 
  
AND Hohes, Pauline Buck. A Centennial History of Anderson County, Texas. San Antonio: 
Naylor, 1936, 565 pp. 




B20 Standard Blue Book: Texas Edition, 1920 (Vol. XII). San Antonio: A.J. Peeler, 1920. 
B21 Standard Blue Book: Texas Edition, Featuring West Texas and the Panhandle Plains 
Section, July 1921 (Vol. XIII). San Antonio: Standard Blue Book Co., 1921. 
B29 Standard Blue Book of the United States of America: South Texas Edition, 1929-30 (Vol 
15). n.p.: Standard Blue Book Co., U.S.A., 1928. 
B&B Bench and Bar of Texas: A Pictorial and Biographical Directory of the Members of the 
Bench and Bar of Texas. Austin: H. Evans, 1937, 228 pp. 
BAP Riley, Benjamin Franklin. History of the Baptists of Texas. Dallas: the author, 1907, 7-
509 pp.  
BBT Lynch, James Daniel. The Bench and Bar of Texas. St. Louis: Nixon-Jones, 1885, 610 pp. 
[This item has been included, despite having only eight portraits, because the images are of such 
high quality.] 
BCP Biographical Cyclopedia of Interesting Personalities. [Added title: Who’s Who in Texas]. 
Dallas: Who's Who Pub. Co., [1935?], 232 pp. 
BEE Madray, I.C., Mrs. History of Bee County. Beeville: Beeville Pub. Co., 1939, 133 pp. 
BET Biographical Encyclopedia of Texas. New York: Southern Pub. Co., 1880, 300 pp. [At 
the end of the book, the author says he has material for a second volume and will publish it if 
there is sufficient public demand (I think there was not).] 
BOS Johnson, Sid S. Some Biographies of Old Settlers. Tyler: S.S. Johnson, 1900, 400 pp. 
BOT Benedict, H.Y. The Book of Texas. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, Page, 1916, 533 pp. 
BRN Smith, Tevis Clyde. Frontier's Generation, the Pioneer History of Brown County. 
Brownwood: the author, c1931, 63 pp. 
BST Biographical Souvenir of the State of Texas. Chicago: F.A. Battey, 1889, [13]-950 pp.  
BWN Smith, W.J.J., Mrs. A Centennial History of the Baptist Women of Texas: 1830–1930. 
Dallas: Woman's Missionary Union of Texas, 1933, 186 pp. 
C&W Paddock, Buckley B. (ed). A History of Central and Western Texas. Chicago: Lewis Pub. 
Co., 1911, 2 v. 
CAM Tolson, R. J. A History of Wm. Cameron & Co., Inc. 192?, [464] pp. [No page numbers. 
UT Austin catalog suggests 464; my guess is about 475.] 
CLY Douthitt, Katherine Christian. Romance and Dim Trails: A History of Clay County. 
Dallas: W.T. Tardy, 1938, 280 pp. 
COM Nixon, Pat I. Century of Medicine in San Antonio. San Antonio: P.I. Nixon, 1936, 405 pp. 
DAL Memorial and Biographical History of Dallas County, Texas. Chicago: Lewis Pub. Co., 
1892, 9-1011 pp. 
DAV Raht, Carlysle Graham. The Romance of Davis Mountains and Big Bend Country: A 
History. El Paso: Rahtbooks, 1919, 381 pp. 
DEM Adams, Frank Carter. Texas Democracy, a Centennial History of Politics and 
Personalities of the Democratic Party, 1836-1936. Austin: Democratic Historical Association, 
c1937, 4 v. 
DEN Bates, Edmond Franklin. History and Reminiscences of Denton County. Denton: 
McNitzky Print. Co., c1918, 412 pp. 
DER Deryee, William. The Texas Album, of the Eighth Legislature, 1860. Austin: Printed by 
Miner, Lambert & Perry, 1860, [186] pp. [Portraits are pasted-in oval photographs. The four 
known copies have minor to major variations in contents and pagination, so researchers who 
wish to use these images should contact me <davhaynes@juno.com> for advice. The pagination 
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reported here is from the most complete copy. I would be spastic with delight to learn of 
additional copies.] 
DEU Weber, Adolf Paul. Deutsche Pioniere: Zur Geschichte des Deutschthums in Texas. San 
Antonio: Selbstverlag des Verfassers, 1894. 
DPD Dallas Police Department. n.p: n.p., 1910, 82 pp. 
ELL Memorial and Biographical History of Ellis County. Chicago: Lewis Pub. Co., 1892, 573, 
[1] 123, [1] pp. [“Biographical History of the Presidents of the United States, with Their 
Portraits” separately paged 1-123 follows main work–not indexed.] 
ENW Speer, William S. The Encyclopedia of the New West. Marshall: United States 
Biographical Pub. Co., 1881, 1014 pp. [Texas section (pp. 1-611) only]. 
EDT Lane, John J. History of Education in Texas. Washington: GPO., 1903, 334 pp. 
ETX Richardson, Thomas Clarence. East Texas, Its History and Its Makers. New York: Lewis, 
c1940, 4 v. [v. 1-3 paged continuously; v. 4 contains biographies]. 
FAY Lotto, F. Fayette County, Her History and Her People. Schulenburg: the author, 1902, 
424 pp. 
FTW McCormack, R.O. The Book of Fort Worth, 1913. Fort Worth: Fort Worth Record, 1913, 
138 pp.  
GTD Lindsley, Philip. A History of Greater Dallas and Vicinity. Chicago: Lewis Pub. Co., 
1909, 2 v 
H&G History of Texas, Together with a Biographical History of the Cities of Houston and 
Galveston. Chicago: Lewis Pub. Co., 1895, 730 pp. 
HAL Baker, Inez. Yesterday in Hall County, Texas. Memphis, Tex.: n.p., 1940, 219 pp. 
HBR Bailey, Ernest Emory. Texas Historical and Biographical Record. Austin: Texas 
Historical and Biographical Record, 19??, 502 pp. 
HBW Hill, Kate Adele. Home Builders of West Texas, San Antonio: Naylor, 1970 (facsimile 
reprint of 1937 original). 
HCB Daniel, J.C. A History of the Baptists of Hill County, Texas. Waco: Hill-Kellner-Frost, 
printers, 1907, 132 pp. 
HGT Fulmore, Z.T. The History and Geography of Texas as Told in County Names. Austin: E. 
L. Steck, c1915, 312 pp. 
HSC McCoy, Joseph G. Historic Sketches of the Cattle Trade of the West and Southwest. 
Washington: Rare Book Shop, 1932, 427pp. (facsimile reprint of Kansas City: Ramsey, Millett 
& Hudson, 1874). 
HTB Carroll, J.M. A History of Texas Baptists. Dallas: Baptist Standard Pub. Co., 1923, v-xii, 
1030 pp. 
IWP Brown, John Henry. Indian Wars and Pioneers of Texas. Austin: L.E. Daniel, 189?, 762 
pp. 
J&H A Memorial and Biographical History of Johnson and Hill Counties, Texas.  
Chicago: Lewis Pub. Co., 1892, vii, 735 pp. 
MAS Men of Affairs of San Antonio. San Antonio: San Antonio Newspaper Artists' 
Association, n.d. (1913?), [192] leaves 
MCL A Memorial and Biographical History of McLennan, Falls, Bell and Coryell Counties, 
Texas. Chicago: Lewis Pub. Co., 1893, viii, 999 pp.  
MFW Makers of Fort Worth. Fort Worth: Fort Worth Newspaper Artists' Association, 1914,  
[133] leaves. [There are at least two versions of this item, both published in 1914 and apparently 
issued as sheets, with some copies bound in no particular order. One edition contains 133 leaves, 
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and the deluxe edition contains about 300 sheets, sometimes bound in two alphabetical parts. 
This index is based on a copy of the shorter version bound alphabetically.] 
MIL History of Texas, Together with a Biographical History of Milam, Williamson, Bastrop, 
Travis, Lee and Burleson Counties. Chicago: Lewis Pub. Co., 1893, vii, 826 pp. 
MOT Men of Texas. Houston: Houston Post, 1903, 480 pp. 
MSA Chabot, Frederick C. With the Makers of San Antonio. San Antonio: Artes Graficas, 
1937, 412 pp. 
N5T Davis, Ellis A., and Edwin H. Grobe. The New Encyclopedia of Texas. Dallas: Texas 
Development Bureau, 1925?, 2 v 
N9T Davis, Ellis A., and Edwin H. Grobe. The New Encyclopedia of Texas. Dallas: Texas 
Development Bureau, 1929?, 4 v.   [Since the volume pagination in the two states of this edition 
differs, no volume designation if given with these entries.] 
N&W Paddock, Buckley B. A Twentieth Century History and Biographical Record of North and 
West Texas. Chicago: Lewis Pub. Co., 1906, 2 v. 
NAC Brown, Nugent E. The Book of Nacogdoches County, July 1, 1927. Nacogdoches: Nugent 
E. Brown, c1927, 96 pp. 
NAV Memorial and Biographical History of Navarro, Henderson, Anderson, Limestone, 
Freestone and Leon Counties. Chicago: Lewis Pub. Co., 1893,  [9]-908 pp. 
NWT Paddock, B. B. History of Texas: Fort Worth and the Texas Northwest Edition. Chicago 
and New York: Lewis Pub. Co., 1922, 4 v. 
P87 Daniell, Lewis E. Personnel of the Texas State Government . . .  XXth Legislature. 
Austin: Press of the City Print. Co., 1887, 317 pp. 
P89 Daniell, Lewis E. Personnel of the Texas State Government . . . XXIth Legislature. 
Austin: Smith, Hicks & Jones, 1889, 436 pp. 
P92 Daniell, Lewis E. Personnel of the Texas State Government: With Sketches of 
Representative Men of Texas. San Antonio: Maverick Print. House, 1892, 682 pp. 
P&P Prose and Poetry of the Live Stock Industry of the United States. New York: Antiquarian 
Press, 1959, 757 pp. (facsimile reprint of Denver and Kansas City: National Live Stock 
Historical Association, 1905).  
PAR Holland, G.A. History of Parker County; and, The Double Log Cabin. Weatherford: 
Herald Pub., 1937, 296 pp. 
PHP Past History and Present Stage of Development of Texas. Chicago: Forrister, [1912?], 
195 pp. 
POE Dixon, Sam Houston. The Poets and Poetry of Texas. Austin: S.H. Dixon, 1885, 360 pp. 
PRS Red, William Stuart. A History of the Presbyterian Church in Texas. Austin: Steck, 
c1936, xiii, 433 pp. 
RBG Yeary, Mamie. Reminiscences of the Boys in Gray, 1861-1865. Dallas: the author by 
Smith & Lamar, c1912, 904 pp. 
RCI Historical and Biographical Record of the Cattle Industry and the Cattlemen of Texas 
and Adjacent Territory. New York: Antiquarian Press, 1959, 743 pp. (facsimile reprint of Saint 
Louis: Woodward & Tiernan, 1895). 
RGR Webb, Walter Prescott. The Texas Rangers; A Century of Frontier Defense. Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1935, ix-xiv, 583 pp. 
RST Memorial and Genealogical Record of Southwest Texas. Chicago: Goodspeed Brothers, 
1894, 661 pp. 
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SCH Blandin, Isabella Margaret Elizabeth. History of Shearn Church, 1837-1907. Houston: 
J.V. Dealy, printers, 1908, 229 pp. 
SNJ Dixon, Sam Houston. The Heroes of San Jacinto.  Houston: Anson Jones Press, 1932, xv, 
462 pp. 
SWD Severin, Ernest. Svenskarne i Texas i Ord och Bild, 1838-1918. Austin: E.L. Steck, 1918. 
English translation: Christine Andreason, trans. Swedes in Texas in Words and Pictures, 1838-
1918. [Austin]: New Sweden 88 Austin Area Committee, c1994, 1209, xix pp. [The English 
translation is page by page of the Swedish original (except in one, rather than two, volumes) 
including all the pictures. It was used for the current study. Swedish surname conventions had 
not yet stabilized by 1918 and several different systems were in use, so users should search on all 
possible surnames, particularly when looking for a maiden name.] 
SWL Sowell, A.J. Early Settlers and Indian Fighters of Southwest Texas. Austin: B.C. Jones, 
Printers, 1900, viii, 844 pp. 
SWT A Twentieth Century History of Southwest Texas. Chicago: Lewis Pub. Co., 1907, 2 v., 
1313 pp. 
SXY Jackson, George. Sixty Years in Texas. 2nd ed. Dallas: Wilkinson Print. Co., 1908, 384 pp. 
T4T Johnson, Frank W. A History of Texas and Texans. Chicago, New York: American 
Historical Society, 1914. 5 v. [Both editions of this work are included because the contents vary 
widely.] 
T6T Johnson, Frank W. A History of Texas and Texans. Chicago, New York: American 
Historical Society, 1916. 5 v.  
T20 Hunter, J. Marvin. The Trail Drivers of Texas. San Antonio: Jackson Print. Co., c1920, 
c1923, 2v. [This first edition was issued in 1920 (vol. 1) and 1923 (vol. 2). Since it is much less 
common that the 1925 revised 2nd edition (TDR below), which is the basis for most subsequent 
reprints, the current index includes only those portraits from the first edition that are missing 
from the 1925 edition.] 
T&P History of Texas, Together with a Biographical History of Tarrant and Parker Counties. 
Chicago: Lewis Pub. Co., 1895, 7+658 pp. 
TCM Daniell, L.E. Texas, the Country and Its Men: Historical, Biographical, Descriptive. 
[Austin:? 1924?], 796 pp. 
TDR Hunter, J. Marvin. The Trail Drivers ofTexas. 2nd ed., rev., Nashville: Cokesbury Press, 
1925, xvi, 1044 pp. 
TGW Jackson, Pearl Cashell. Texas Governors' Wives. Austin: E.L. Steck, c1915, 155 pp. 
TRG Cunningham, Eugene, 1896-1957. Triggernometry: A Gallery of Gunfighters. New York: 
Press of the Pioneers, 1934, xvii, 441 pp. 
TRL Thrall, Homer S. A Pictorial History of Texas. rev. & enlg. ed. St. Louis: Thompson, 
1883 [c1878], 888 pp. 
TSB Baker, D.W.C. A Texas Scrap-Book. New York: A.S. Barnes, 1875, 657 pp. 
TSM Daniell, L.E. Types of Successful Men of Texas. Austin: E. Von Boeckmann, printer, 
1890, x, 631 pp. 
TTS Texans and Their State: A Newspaper Reference Work. Houston: Texas Biographical 
Association, [1918?], 2 v. [This title applies to at least two different, but related, publications–
this one and another published in Fort Worth (also by the Texas Biographical Association). Each 
is supposed to be two volumes, and UT Austin holds copies of both (and says “loose leaf” for 
this one). This index is based on a copy (one tied [three-hole] volume) of the Houston edition at 
the DRT Library, which also holds a copy of one bound (but with sheets three-hole punched) 
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volume of the Fort Worth edition. This Houston copy has about twice as many portraits as the 
one published in Fort Worth and includes every entry in it. Pages in the two versions that contain 
the same information have different page numbers.] 
TWG Johnson, Sid S. Texans Who Wore the Gray. Tyler: n.p., c1907. [The title page says Vol. 
1, but there is no indication others were ever issued.] 
TXJ Speer, Ocie. Texas Jurists. [Austin: n.p.], 1936, 773 pp. 
UMF Wharton, Clarence. Texas Under Many Flags. Chicago and New York: American 
Historical Society, 1930, 5 v. 
WAC Wilkes, William Orville. History of the Waco Medical Association with Reminiscences 
and Irrelevant Comments. Waco: Hill Print. and Stationery Co., 1931, 319 pp. 
WAS Pennington, R.E. The History of Brenham and Washington County. Houston: Standard 
Print. & Lithographing Co., 1915, 123 pp. 
WFB Wharton, Clarence. Wharton's History of Fort Bend County. San Antonio: Naylor, 1939, 
ix, 250 pp. 
WHF Moreland, Sinclair. The Texas Women's Hall of Fame. Austin: Biographical Press, 1917, 
272 pp. 
WMN Brooks, Elizabeth. Prominent Women of Texas. Akron, Ohio: Werner Company, [c1896], 
ix, 206 pp. 
WOO Wooten, Dudley G. A Comprehensive History of Texas, 1685-1897. Dallas: W.G. Scarff, 
1898, 2 v. 
WOR Wortham, Louis J. A History of Texas, from Wilderness to Commonwealth. Fort Worth: 
Wortham-Molyneaux, 1924, 5 v. 
WSE Cates, Cliff Donahue. Pioneer History of Wise County. Decatur: the association?, 1907, 
471 pp. 
WWH History of Texas World War Heroes. Dallas: Army & Navy Pub. Co., c1919, 609 pp.  
[There are at least two versions of this book, one with 697 and the other with 608 numbered 
pages. This index is based on the latter, and images in it are on different pages than those in the 
longer version.] 
WWT Bailey, Emory E. (ed). Who's Who in Texas. Dallas: Who's Who Pub. Co., [c1931], 334 
pp. 
WWW Who’s Who of the Womanhood of Texas. n.p.: Texas Federation of Women’s 
Clubs, c1924. 
YBT Raines, C.W. Year Book for Texas, [date]. Austin: Gammel Book Co., 1902-03, Vol. I 
(1901) 457 pp., Vol. II (1902) 524 pp. 
YNG Crouch, Carrie Johnson. Young County; History and Biography. Dallas: Dealey and 
Lowe, 1937, 339 pp. 
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Aanenson, Oscar O. WWH–58 
Abbott, Elizabeth (Carpenter) PAR–192 
Abbott, Ellis P. N5T–1611 
Abbott, Frederick B20–64 
Abbott, George L. N9T–847 
Abbott, J. Ben PAR–192 
Abbott, Jo J&H–225, WOO–2:272 
Abbott, John W. WWH–326 
Abdo, Joe N9T–1935 
Abel, L.C. WWH–603 
Abell, A.C. N5T–351 
Abell, J. Miles N5T–1551 
Abercrombie, J.S. N5T–595 
Abernathy, Mollie Davis (Wylie) WWW–9 
Abney, Hamp P. B&B–13 
Abney, James L. B&B–13 
Abrahamson, Carl Gustaf SWD–382 
Abrahamson, Carl Gustaf, family SWD–382 
Abrahamson, Ellen Mathilda (Smith) SWD–1044 
Abrahamson, Emma Christina (Carlson) SWD–382 
Abrahamson, Hilma SWD–199 
Abrahamson, M.F. SWD–1044 
Abrahamson, M.F., family SWD–1044 
Abrahamson, Maria (Anderson) SWD–199 
Abrahamson, Maria (Anderson), family SWD–199 
Abrahamson, Per Otto SWD–199 
Abrams, Blanche (Fallon) DEM–3:275 
Acheson, Alex W. MOT–416 
Ackenhausen, Alfred A. WWH–220 
Acker, Alfred D. WWH–212 
Acker, George W. BST–20 
Acker, Walter TXJ–140 
Ackermann, C.W. TDR–152 
Adair, James A. WWH–58 
Adams, Annie Laura (Clements) N9T–2161 
Adams, Bert O. WWH–318 
Adams, Charles M. WWH–569 
Adams, E.L. CAM–[262] 
Adams, Frank Carter DEM–1:iv 
Adams, G.M. WWH–564 
Adams, George H. P&P–223 
Adams, George MOT–85 
Adams, H.H. WWH–540 
Adams, Harvey A. T6T–4:1884 
Adams, Hector D. T6T–4:1884 
Adams, Hector D., family T6T–4:1884 
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Adams, J.S. N5T–1893 
Adams, Jed C. WWH–178 
Adams, John B. WWH–569 
Adams, John J. WWH–294 
Adams, John T. B&B–13 
Adams, Joseph S. WWH–366 
Adams, Lep Sheridan ? BCP–28 
Adams, Louis J. WWH–583 
Adams, Madison B. WWH–112 
Adams, Matie (Self) WHF–77 
Adams, Nash R. WWH–178 
Adams, Nathan ETX–4:1 
Adams, Peter G. AND–335 
Adams, Robert W. WWH–252 
Adams, Robert N9T–2846 
Adams, Rufe E. B21–87 
Adams, Sebe WWH–601 
Adams, Sterling Price N9T–2160 
Adams, T.A., Mrs. (Schuerenberg) B20–220 
Adams, W.B. SWT–2:188 
Adams, W.H. TDR–554 
Adams, Walter K. WWH–248 
Adams, William A. WWH–190 
Adams, William Nelson PHP–28 
Adams, Wirt WWH–592 
Adamson, August SWD–998 
Adamson, August, family SWD–998 
Adamson, Edla (Carlson) SWD–998 
Adamson, I.G. N9T–949 
Addington, Spaulding WWH–87 
Addington, Wayne W. WWH–564 
Addington, Wymon WWH–86 
Adkins, Joseph A. T4T–3:1212 
Adkins, William Lucius P92–337 
Adkisson, G.J. HAL–132 
Adolphson, Annie (Martinson) SWD–852 
Adolphson, Axel Edward SWD–852 
Adolphson, Axel Edward, family SWD–852 
Adoue, Betrand SWD–1134 
Adoue, Jacques P. B&B–13 
Adoue, Louis Albert SWD–1135 
Agar, Asa S. N9T–2927 
Agee, Howard L. MFW–[3], NWT–3:328 
Agerton, B.L. B&B–13 
Ahlgren, Annie (Swenson) SWD–523 
Ahlgren, August SWD–524 
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Ahlgren, August, family SWD–524 
Ahlgren, Axel SWD–517 
Ahlgren, Axel, family SWD–517 
Ahlgren, Carolina (Swensdotter) SWD–520 
Ahlgren, Edward SWD–523 
Ahlgren, Elna Augusta Carolina SWD–523 
Ahlgren, Ida (Johnson) SWD–517 
Ahlgren, JonasSWD–520 
Ahlgren, Martha (Broline) SWD–524 
Ahlquist, Emily (Roos) SWD–378 
Ahlquist, Esther Marina SWD–378 
Ahlquist, Martin SWD–378 
Aiken, James N9T–2581 
Aikman, W.M. N9T–2475 
Ailes, Edward Hoffman MFW–[4] 
Ainslie, Earl G. N5T–1366 
Ainsworth, H. Miller DEM–2:215 
Akard, Benjamin Wiley PAR–150 
Akard, Mary (Hutchison) PAR–150 
Akin, Henry D. B&B–13 
Akin, Hugh D. WWH–603 
Akin, W.B. IWP–221 
Alamia, Joe V.B&B–14 
Albright, Ernest G. B21–58 
Albright, Fontaine E. T&P–396 
Alcorn, Joe F. CLY–81 
Aldehoff, John Sevier TTS–98 
Alderete, IsaacN&W–1:653 
Alderman, Charles L. C&W–1:371 
Aldredge, George N. IWP–258 
Aldredge, Sawnie R. B&B–14, WWH–325 
Aldrich, Armistead Albert ETX–4:410 
Aldridge, A.D.MOT–246 
Aldridge, Joseph A. N&W–1:478 
Aldwell, Roy E. N9T–1149 
Alexander, A.M. WOO–2:640 
Alexander, Clinton L. B21–53 
Alexander, Clyde Hamilton ETX–4:434 
Alexander, Erastus R. ELL–466 
Alexander, Frank P. P87–99, P89–220 
Alexander, Franklin G. N&W–1:553 
Alexander, H.E. WWH–365 
Alexander, J.C. RBG–705 
Alexander, J.D. B21–122 
Alexander, J.G. DPD–11 
Alexander, James P TXJ–406 
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Alexander, Jo C. WWH–121 
Alexander, John T. HSC–174 
Alexander, Julia D. (Knowlton) B21–146 
Alexander, Nannie L. (Wilson) T6T–5:2229 
Alexander, Oscar W. T6T–5:2229 
Alexander, Owne L. WWH–118 
Alexander, Robert M. WWH–132 
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Campbell, T.H. YBT–2:118 
Campbell, T.M. DEM–1:341 
Campbell, Thebe Irene (Wallace) T4T–4:2070 
Campbell, Thomas M.TCM–126, WOR–5:103 
Campbell, Thomas Mitchell AND–386, PHP–76 
Campbell, Thomas Travis N9T–2224 
Campbell, Thomas WWH–504 
Campbell, Tom B29–32, N9T–2924 
Campbell, W.C. B&B–41 
Campbell, W.T. N5T–761 
Campbell, William M. PAR–212 
Campbell, William S. B&B–41 
Campdera, Antonio N5T–2006 
Canada, John W. N5T–1219 
Canady, Frank M. WWH–78 
Canales, J.T. B&B–41 
Cand, Mary Elizabeth Le N5T–1280 
Candler, Pat H. B&B–41 
Canfield, Henry Titus N&W–1:693 
Cannon, Colbert D. WWH–278 
Cannon, J.R. WWH–186 
Cannon, Jesse B21–118 
Cannon, Reese M. BST–155 
Cant(l)ey, Samuel B. MOT–345, N&W–2:267 
Canto, Leopolda B29–74 
Canto, Lorenzo B21–91 
Cantrell, Robert Caruthers FTW–125, MFW–[24] 
Canuteson, Ole IWP–728, MCL–505 
Cape, E.M. DEM–3:251 
Cape, Edward M. B&B–41 
Capers, Stanford WWH–602 
Capers, W.T. B20–89 
Capps, Henry C. WWH–66, 70 
Capps, Marion WWH–314 
Capps, William MOT–344, FTW–85, MFW–[25], TTS–143 
Capt, A.W. TDR–362 
Capus, Oscar H. WWH–194 
Capy, Phillip L. WWH–74 
Caraway, L.J. PAR–220 
Carden, D. Frank TTS–65 
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Carden, George A. GTD–2:297 
Cardenas, Henry A. B20–108 
Carder, Macon O. WWH–282, 393 
Cardis, Louis RGR–350 
Cardwell, John WOO–2:407 
Carey, William B. WWH–366 
Cargile, W.H. CAM–[462] 
Carl, J.F. TXJ–290 
Carl, W. Noble B&B–42 
Carleton, Harry L. B20–41 
Carlisle, James M. P92–590 
Carlisle, Joe H. WWH–312 
Carlisle, William T. WWH–345 
Carlson, Albin SWD–211 
Carlson, Albin, familySWD–211 
Carlson, Alfred SWD–715, 1045 
Carlson, Alfred, family SWD–715, 1045 
Carlson, Amanda (Brogren) SWD–716 
Carlson, Anders Johan SWD–1004 
Carlson, Anders Johan, family SWD–1004 
Carlson, Anna Christina (Carlson) SWD–1004 
Carlson, Anna Erika (Klint) SWD–972 
Carlson, Anna Margareta (Carlsdotter) SWD–616 
Carlson, Annie (Ekdahl) SWD–211 
Carlson, Annie (Swenson) SWD–759 
Carlson, August SWD–458 
Carlson, August, family SWD–458 
Carlson, Augusta (Anderson) SWD–648 
Carlson, Axel R. SWD–797 
Carlson, Axel R., family SWD–797 
Carlson, C. Oscar SWD–210 
Carlson, C. Oscar, family SWD–210 
Carlson, C.A. SWD–650 
Carlson, C.J. SWD–321, SWD–716 
Carlson, C.J., family SWD–716 
Carlson, Carl A. SWD–319 
Carlson, Carl A., family 
Carlson, Carl Albert SWD–1002 
Carlson, Carl Edward SWD–393 
Carlson, Carl Edward, family SWD–393 
Carlson, Carolina (Holm) SWD–321 
Carlson, Carrie (Mattson) SWD–209 
Carlson, Charles SWD–759 
Carlson, Charles, family SWD–759 
Carlson, Christina (Johnson) SWD–650 
Carlson, Clara (Svensson) SWD–458 
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Carlson, Clara Charlotta (Peterson) SWD–394 
Carlson, Claus Vilhelm SWD–972 
Carlson, Claus Vilhelm, family SWD–972 
Carlson, Dixie (Bergstrom) SWD–529 
Carlson, Edith (Swenson) SWD–797 
Carlson, Edna SWD–529 
Carlson, Edward SWD–854 
Carlson, Edward, family SWD–854 
Carlson, Eleonora (Forsvall) SWD–482 
Carlson, Elin (Johnson) SWD–210 
Carlson, Ellen (Johnson) SWD–854 
Carlson, Ellen (Lindblom) SWD–1045 
Carlson, Emma Josefina (Johanson) SWD–715 
Carlson, Erik SWD–482 
Carlson, Erik, family SWD–482 
Carlson, Esther Elizabeth 
Carlson, Frank SWD–528 
Carlson, Frank, family SWD–528 
Carlson, Frank E. SWD–857 
Carlson, Frank E., family SWD–857 
Carlson, Gustaf SWD–615 
Carlson, Gustaf, family SWD–615 
Carlson, Gustaf Adolf SWD–651 
Carlson, Gustaf Adolf, family SWD–651 
Carlson, Henning SWD–798 
Carlson, Henning, family SWD–798 
Carlson, Hilma (Fogelin) SWD–857 
Carlson, Hulda (Osterman) SWD–393 
Carlson, Hulda Dorothea (Westling) SWD–392 
Carlson, Ida (Johnson) SWD–319, 320 
Carlson, Ida (Swahn) SWD–615 
Carlson, Ida Charlotta (Berggren) SWD–796 
Carlson, J. Edward SWD–796 
Carlson, J.B. SWD–648 
Carlson, J.B., family SWD–648 
Carlson, Johan August SWD–616 
Carlson, Johan August, family SWD–616 
Carlson, John SWD–855 
Carlson, John Herman SWD–394 
Carlson, John Herman, family SWD–394 
Carlson, Kristina (Nelson) SWD–899 
Carlson, Lee SWD–320 
Carlson, Lee, family SWD–320 
Carlson, Lena (Ahlgren) SWD–528 
Carlson, Lillie Roselia (Hart) SWD–973 
Carlson, Lovisa (Anderson) SWD–481 
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Carlson, Mathilda (Johnson) SWD–651 
Carlson, Oscar SWD–832 
Carlson, Oscar, family SWD–832 
Carlson, Oscar Albert SWD–856 
Carlson, Oscar F. SWD–209 
Carlson, Otto SWD–481 
Carlson, Otto, family SWD–481 
Carlson, Per Adolf SWD–899 
Carlson, Per Adolf, family SWD–899 
Carlson, Pete SWD–392 
Carlson, Pete, family SWD–392 
Carlson, Severin SWD–973 
Carlson, Severin, family SWD–973 
Carlson, Sigfrida Christina (Magnuson) SWD–798 
Carlson, Sophie (West) SWD–832 
Carlson, Victor SWD–1003 
Carlson, Victor G. SWD–529 
Carlton, Lobel Alva N5T–757 
Carlton, W.T. T4T–5:2367 
Carmichael, James WWH–272 
Carmichael, Joseph B.N&W–2:236 
Carmichael, Lee WWH–154 
Carnahan, Louie WWH–378 
Carnes, Elizabeth H. (Talbot) HTB–23 
Carnes, J.E. SCH–66 
Carnochan, Nick TWG 184 
Carolan, John Mansfield N9T–2194 
Carothers, Durell B&B–42 
Carothers, S.E. CAM–[461] 
Carothers, Samuel E. CAM–[349], [358] 
Carpenter, A.W. MIL–615 
Carpenter, Arna WWH–499 
Carpenter, James V. WWH–499 
Carpenter, Jesse C. WSE–261 
Carpenter, John W. ETX–4:70, TTS–78 
Carpenter, Lewis T. TTS–103 
Carpenter, Mary (Stewart) WSE–261 
Carpenter, Matilda (Ireland) IWP–664 
Carpenter, Pinkey Louisa (Warren) T6T–4:1936 
Carpenter, Purdom WWH–499 
Carpenter, Vernon R. WWH–142 
Carpenter, William George T6T–4:1936 
Carr, Bert WWH–218 
Carr, Charles C. BST–159 
Carr, Delwin Bertran MFW–[26] 
Carr, Frank T4T–4:2114 
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Carr, J.C. P87–198, P89–381 
Carr, James C. SWL–760 
Carr, John J. WWH–206 
Carr, Joseph Shannon MAS–[329] 
Carradine, W.R. CAM–[295] 
Carragher, Harry W. WWH–361 
Carrell, Buford A. WWH–200 
Carrell, John L. WWH–186 
Carrell, William Jackson PHP–75 
Carrico, Homer E. WWH–136 
Carriere, William Sidney B20–106 
Carrigan, A.H. B21–53 
Carrigan, Alfred Hold “Pat” NWT–3:194 
Carrington, Edward C. B&B–42 
Carrington, John B. B20–75 
Carrington, Paul B&B–42 
Carroll, B.H. BAP–30, HTB–242 
Carroll, Benjamin B. ETX–4:216 
Carroll, Charles S. WWH–396 
Carroll, Frank L. T4T–4:1835 
Carroll, G.W. MOT–51 
Carroll, George W. HTB–628 
Carroll, Guy N5T–1632 
Carroll, J.D. T4T–4:1613 
Carroll, James Milton BAP–108, HTB–i, T4T–3:1242 
Carroll, James T. WWH–396 
Carroll, Joseph A. DEN–65 
Carroll, Lula CAM–[441] 
Carroll, W.B. WWH–404 
Carroll, William M. N5T–1039 
Carruthers, Jesse WWH–490 
Carson, G.M. TDR–1008 
Carson, Gineora B. (Wood) N9T–1213 
Carson, Julia (Baker) N5T–861 
Carson, Nick H. T4T–5:2498 
Carson, Philip R. N5T–860 
Carstens, Charles George N9T–2228 
Carswell, Herbert M. WWH–90 
Carswell, T. John WWH–90 
Carter, Albert B. WWH–148 
Carter, Alonzo MFW–[27] 
Carter, Amon G. MFW–[28] 
Carter, Augustus M. T&P–301 
Carter, Augustus McKinney P92–188 
Carter, C.B. WWH–365 
Carter, Christopher L. RCI–317 
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Carter, Claude E. B&B–42 
Carter, Cleopatra (Williams) MCL–481 
Carter, Dora F. (Holston) WWW–35 
Carter, Edward S., Mrs. (Budd) WWW–34 
Carter, Elmer M. WWH–562 
Carter, Erskine B. WWH–600 
Carter, George B. WWH–388 
Carter, Henry G. MCL–481 
Carter, Herman WWH–196 
Carter, J.A. WWH–520 
Carter, J.E. PAR–242 
Carter, J. Robert WWH–378 
Carter, Jack C&W–1:270 
Carter, John M. WWH–170 
Carter, Joseph D. WWH–347 
Carter, L. Basil WWH–252 
Carter, Lucy J. WWH–301 
Carter, Ned WWH–358 
Carter, Otis E. BAP–380 
Carter, Randolph L. B&B–42 
Carter, Richard E. N&W–1:437 
Carter, Russell G. WWH–176 
Carter, S.F. MOT–138, N5T–239 
Carter, Samuel Fain TTS–269, UMF–5:23 
Carter, Sterling G. N&W–1:283 
Carter, Thomas Jefferson ETX–4:130 
Carter, Thomas S. WWH–124 
Carter, Virgil W. DEM–4:359 
Carter, W.S. WWH–520 
Carter, Walter B&B–43 
Carter, William T. N5T–409 
Cartwright, Amanda (Holman) IWP–633 
Cartwright, Jesse L. WWH–580 
Cartwright, John W. WSE–272 
Cartwright, Joiner B&B–43 
Cartwright, Lemuel WSE–270 
Cartwright, Leonidas T4T–5:2198 
Cartwright, Ludie (Ingram) T4T–5:2199 
Cartwright, Mary Cynthia (Davenport) WWW–36 
Cartwright, Matthew IWP–632, MOT–96 
Cartwright, Nancy (Mounts) WSE–270 
Cartwright, Thomas Speed HBR–238 
Caruthers, C.E. B&B–43 
Caruthers, P.G. “John” N9T–2673 
Caruthers, Sam T6T–3:1488 
Carvajal, A.F. TDR–839 
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Carvel, Frost W. N9T–2578 
Carver, Bill TRG–332 
Cary, Edward H. GTD–2:321, N5T–1369 
Cary, Edward Henry TTS–55 
Cary, Joseph M. N5T–1461 
Case, Arthur Blaine TTS–135 
Case, James C. WWH–352 
Case, Joel T. PRS–180 
Case, Truman C. WWH–301 
Casey, Columbus D. WWH–575 
Casey, Louis W. WWH–162 
Cash, Benjamin Dandridge TTS–268 
Cash, Morris M. WWH–56 
Caskey, Ernest Baines HBR–216 
Casper, Andrew SWD–1082 
Casper, Andrew, family SWD–1082 
Casper, Bertha (Johnson) SWD–1082 
Cass, Claude A. WWH–600 
Cass, Lewis HGT–215 
Cass, Reese W. WWH–313 
Cassiano, Jose MSA–222 
Cassiday, Herman D. WWH–460 
Cassidy, Butch TRG–332 
Cassin, Charlotte (Newton) N9T–1510 
Cassin, William TCM–165 
Cassling, Augusta Eugenia (Aberg) SWD–1137 
Cassling, Oscar SWD–1137 
Cassling, Oscar, family SWD–1137 
Castanola, Antonio G. MAS–[359] 
Caster, William T. WWH–174 
Castle, Charles C. WWH–110 
Castle, Fred R.WWH–358 
Castle, George Edward WWH–220 
Castleberry, William H. WWH–586 
Castleton, Edward Ligon Enders TSM–492 
Castner, Norman L. B21–60 
Castro, Henry SWL–104 
Caswell, Columbus C. N5T–998 
Caswell, George W. N5T–999 
Caswell, Thomas J. TWG 83 
Cate, Robert M. WWH–389 
Cate, William L. N&W–2:75 
Cathriner, Henry N5T–711 
Cathriner, Joe B20–83 
Catlin, Daniel RCI–730 
Caton, C.H. WWH–240, 389 
68 
 
Caton, James H. B21–85 
Catrell, Lim WWH–402 
Cattle, Arthur J. WWH–88 
Catto, Charles Gray WWH–142 
Catto, John WWH–142 
Caufield, Stanley W. B&B–43 
Caughran, J.A.CAM–[291] 
Cauthen, Hardy L. WWH–531 
Cauthen, Obie B. WWH–531 
Cauthorn, Albert Russell N9T–1153 
Cauthorn, Robert N9T–1169 
Cave, E.W. DER–[3], WOO–2:93 
Cave, H.S. WWH–540 
Cave, John Sears WWH–150 
Caven, Thomas Scott PHP–70 
Caven, William J TSM–516 
Caviness, James Madison WWH–603 
Caviness, Walter WWH–594 
Cawthorn, William A. WWH–602 
Cayce, Stoney WWH–104 
Cayton, Roy WWH–320 
Cazell, Gabe B14–31, T6T–4:1620 
Cearley, John L. N&W–2:320 
Cedarblom, A. Oscar SWD–483 
Cedarblom, A. Oscar, family SWD–483 
Cedarblom, Ester (Bragg) SWD–483 
Ceder, Albertina (Johansson) SWD–614 
Ceder, August SWD–614 
Ceder, August, family SWD–614 
Cesby, William M. WWH–592 
Cessna, John R. WWH–570 
Cezeaux, Phil N5T–1641 
Chabot, Mary (Vanderlip) MSA–vi 
Chaddick, Fred Willie WWH–234 
Chadick, W.D.B29–55 
Chaffin, James A. WWH–531 
Chaison, Charles J. B20–170, MOT–136 
Chaison, Charles J., Mrs. B20–170 
Chaison, Eloise B20–170 
Chalmers, W. Leigh DER–[127] 
Chamberlain, Hiram PRS–329 
Chamberlain, Leslie Harold WWH–130 
Chamberlain, Philip R. WWH–156 
Chamberlain, Uriel T. T4T–3:1224 
Chamberlain, W.H. WWH–472 
Chamberlin, John M. B21–137 
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Chambers, Barzillai J. J&H– 86 
Chambers, Charles McClellan MAS–[143] 
Chambers, Fred C. WWH–402 
Chambers, Hugh H. WWH–90 
Chambers, J.R. DEN–185 
Chambers, John A. WWT–299 
Chambers, John G. DER–[9] 
Chambers, John T. NWT–4:720 
Chambers, T.G. CAM–[287] 
Chambers, Thomas Jefferson HGT–40 
Chambers, William Harry N9T–1815 
Chambliss, Fred G. TCM–667 
Chandler, P.B. HTB–22 
Chandler, Welcome William BRN–ii 
Chandor, Douglas PAR–198 
Chaney, Henry WWH–182 
Chaney, Russell Mandeville DEM–3:243 
Channell, Robert J. B&B–43 
Chapa, Francisca A. TCM–588 
Chapa, Frank A. MAS–[297] 
Chapa, J.M. B&B–43 
Chapin, Carl Ivory WWH–448 
Chapman, Frank Hudson WWH–376 
Chapman, George WWH–224 
Chapman, Henry Morrow MFW–[29], MOT–411 
Chapman, Lee CAM–[290] 
Chapman, Philip Alexander WWT–103 
Chapman, S.J. P87–118 
Chapman, W.R. TXJ–184 
Charbonneau, Alexis William TTS–213 
Charnquist, Carl C. SWD–569 
Charnquist, Carl C., family SWD–569 
Charnquist, Carolina (Anderson) SWD–569 
Charobiny, Rudolph SWL–346 
Chase, B.E. WWH–320 
Chase, Oscar J. WWH–340 
Chase, Thomas A. WWH–154 
Chastain, Milton B. T4T–5:2496 
Chastang, Cyrus A. N9T–1253 
Chavez, J. Antonio SWT–1:452 
Chcllberg, Albert SWD–901 
Cheatham, Al BRN–39 
Cheatham, J.D. CAM–[286] 
Cheer, James R. N5T–1168 
Cheesman, Richard Frederick N5T–1675 
Chellberg, Albert, family SWD–901 
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Chellberg, Matilda (Lindquist) SWD–901 
Chenault, Emmett A. WWH–90 
Chenault, Jene N. WWH–531 
Chenault, John W. WWH–318 
Chenault, Ollie WWH–301 
Cheney, Byron, Mrs. (Moore)BEE–81 
Chenoweth, W.G. WWH–320 
Chernosky, Charles H. B&B–44 
Chernosky, Charles Henry UMF–3:25 
Chernosky, William Amos UMF–5:121 
Cherry, Dillin B. N5T–1580 
Cherry, Thomas J. WWH–600 
Cherryhomes, Thomas Henry UMF–4:163 
Cheshier, Clyde E. WWH–130 
Cheshier, Lee B. WWH–98 
Chesley, John E. NWT–4:504 
Chesnutt, Jesse C. T4T–3:1522 
Chester, Lewis F. MOT–347 
Chew, Edward T. B&B–44 
Chew, Robert E. WWH–280 
Chew, W.A. PAR–239 
Chick, Gordon R. WWH–142 
Chick, Leslie E. WWH–272 
Childers, James H. WWH–380 
Childers, Joe E. B&B–44 
Childers, Martin Luther WWH–347 
Childers, T.A., Mrs. (Jordan) N9T–1299 
Childress D.M. UMF–3:273 
Childress, A.D. MOT–52 
Childress, Albert W. DAL–860, GTD–2:249 
Childress, H.M. HSC–60 
Childress, R.G. TWG 46 
Childress, Virgil B&B–44 
Chilson, Lilyan (Williams) UMF–5:134 
Chilson, William H. UMF–5:133 
Chilton, Frank Bowden P89–28, P92–379, TSM–257 
Chilton, George W. WOO–2:124 
Chilton, Horace G. P92–161 
Chilton, Horace WOO–2:287 
Chilton, Lysias B. MCL–897 
Chilton, William E. NWT–3:148 
Chinn, Elisha DEN–74 
Chisholm, Jesse T20–2:168 
Chisum, John Simpson RCI–299 
Chittenden, Larry RCI–368 
Chittenden, William Lawrence IWP–608 
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Chittim, James Madison TDR–668 
Chitwood, John Green TWG 72 
Chlupe, Robert WWH–264 
Choate, Buford L. WWH–600 
Choate, D.C. TDR–737 
Choate, Hiram Harrison WWH–580 
Choate, J.H. TDR–737 
Choate, J.M. (Monroe) TDR–737 
Choate, J.M. HSC–17 
Choate, K.B. TDR–737 
Choate, W.H. TDR–737 
Chorn, Lester H. WWH–424 
Chrestman, Marion N.B&B–44 
Chrestman, Marion Nelson WWT–15 
Chrisman, O.O. B&B–44 
Chrisman, Oscar O. NWT–4:464 
Christal, Silas G. DEN–80 
Christal, W.W. CAM–[286] 
Christensen, J.V.C.T. NWT–4:620 
Christian, Charles Thomas CLY–49 
Christian, Edward TSM–114 
Christian, G.J. BAP–374 
Christian, George E. TXJ–472 
Christian, Jennie (Hannon) PAR–210, RCI–373 
Christian, John W. WWH–602 
Christian, Lewis W. PAR–210 
Christianson, Carl SWD–208 
Christianson, Hannah (Anderson) SWD–208 
Christie, George R. N5T–1167 
Christierson, Maria Hilma, Mrs. SWD–181 
Christilles, Leo G. WWH–232 
Christmas, Lee TRG–389 
Christopher, James Comadore N9T–1823 
Christopher, John William PHP–65 
Christopher, Thomas S. B&B–45 
Chromcik, J. FAY–243 
Church, James Garrity N9T–941 
Church, Marion S. B&B–45 
Church, William C. B&B–45 
Claiborne, Howard W. WWH–240 
Claiborne, John M. P87–70 
Claibourne, Everett C.WWH–282 
Clamp, C.C. SWT–1:406 
Clampett, P.W. CAM–[460] 
Clampitt, Pete W. CAM–[202] 
Clare, H.T. RCI–706 
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Clare, Henry T. BEE–36 
Clark, Alex N5T–1216 
Clark, Allen WWH–218 
Clark, Almon F. WWH–78 
Clark, Alvin P. T4T–4:1999 
Clark, Amasa TDR–1040 
Clark, Edward DEM–1:182, P92–38, TCM–97, WOO–2:125 
Clark, Emily (Teel) DEN–39 
Clark, Ernest O. WWH–555 
Clark, Fannie (Senter) PHP–58 
Clark, Fred H. WWH–388 
Clark, George IWP–188, MOT–349, TXJ–432, 582, 654, UMF–2:373, WOO–2:297 
Clark, George, Mrs. (Johns) WMN–164 
Clark, George C. MFW–[30] 
Clark, George R. N9T–343 
Clark, H.I. CAM–[286] 
Clark, Harry C. B20–106 
Clark, Henry PHP–58 
Clark, Horace HTB–134 
Clark, I.E. FAY–245 
Clark, Isaac Edgar TSM–358 
Clark, Isabella Haddon (Hopkins) BST–330 
Clark, Issac R. WWH–531 
Clark, James P87–122, P92–191 
Clark, James C. WWH–246 
Clark, Joe S. TDR–326 
Clark, Joel S. DEN–39 
Clark, John C. WWH–276, 352 
Clark, John F. WWH–398 
Clark, John H. P87–124 
Clark, John Hiram N9T–2231 
Clark, John L. WWH–340 
Clark, John M. WWH–114 
Clark, Joseph MOT–312 
Clark, Kelton B. CAM–[139] 
Clark, L.T. TDR–562 
Clark, Ladushy (Gillentine) N9T–1234 
Clark, Martha (Evans) TGW–38 
Clark, R.H. DEN–185 
Clark, RowenaPHP–58 
Clark, S.F. WWH–388 
Clark, Silas C. WWH–569 
Clark, Sterling P. MFW–[31], N&W–2:177 
Clark, Sterling Price FTW–131 
Clark, T.M. AND–468 
Clark, Tom C. B&B–45 
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Clark, Van G. WWH–483 
Clark, WilliamDER–[54], WWH–600, WWH–66 
Clark, William F. N9T–1233 
Clark, William H. B&B–45, ETX–4:364, GTD–2:121, MOT–342, T4T–3:1166, TCM–389, 
UMF–4:131 
Clark, William M. WWH–84 
Clark, William T. DEN–67 
Clarke, Claud H. WWH–531 
Clarke, George C. FTW–101 
Clarke, Laura Garren, Mrs. WWW–37 
Clarke, W.E. CAM–[266] 
Clarkson, William B. N9T–699 
Clauson, Agnes (Arnhamn) SWD–391 
Clauson, Henry SWD–391 
Clauson, Henry, family SWD–391 
Clavin, Edward Cole B20–45 
Clawson, Rex B&B–45 
Claxton, William Neely UMF–3:79 
Clay, Henry HGT–53, WWH–332 
Clay, Wiley D. NWT–4:492 
Clayton, Cleo G. B&B–46 
Clayton, Elmer R. WWH–142 
Clayton, Frank B. B&B–46 
Clayton, R.C., Mrs. B20–178 
Clayton, Thomas Milton DEN–36 
Clayton, William E. B&B–46 
Cleary, Allyn J. N9T–1214 
Cleek, Henry Herman T4T–5:2389 
Clegg, Luther Bynum MAS–[29] 
Clegg, Thomas Jackson T4T–5:2188 
Clem, James W. WWH–388 
Clem, John L. T6T–3:1134 
Clemens, Ernest W. B&B–46 
Clemens, Hermann N9T–1827 
Clemens, William IWP–330, P92–192 
Clement, J.T. WWH–557 
Clement, Pearl (Green) B20–176 
Clement, R. Stansell B&B–46 
Clement, Simon Erasmus BST–175 
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Gambrell, James H. WWH–280 
Gambrell, Roderick D. WWH–402 
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Gammel, H.P.N. TXJ–648 
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Gandy, William Hancel WWH–302 
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